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Dear Manor Park families, St Osmund’s families and shared families,

We write together about an important issue: the safety of children in the car park and access area.

We are seeing levels of vehicular traffic and vehicular speeds that are not safe. We are seeing parking that
is not safe for pedestrians. Our schools were built for much lower numbers than today and between the
two schools we now have 180 staff and more than 1,100 children coming to site each day.

At the end of the summer term, St Osmund’s had an extensive safeguarding audit and the only time that
children felt unsafe was at the end of the day. Specifically, this is because the car park is crowded and
chaotic, at times adults in the car park are shouting and arguing with each other and buses struggle to
manoeuvre to safe loading spaces. The crossing on Barnes Way is identified as a point they feel unsafe,
with the volume of traffic and speed. The front of St Osmund’s likewise, too many cars dropping off and
turning whilst children are trying to cross. We need to cure this. Our children deserve to feel safe.

From September, you will notice new markings on site. There are six blue badge spaces at St Osmund’s
and two at Manor Park which covers our blue badge families. The only other vehicles permitted on site
between 8.15 and 9am and 2.45pm and 3.30pm are school buses and staff. There is nowhere to park
safely or drop off safely on site: please do this away from site and walk in. There is a lollipop-manned
crossing on Rothesay Road to make this easy.  In addition the gate at the bottom of St Osmund’s field on
Garland Crescent will be re-opened allowing a further access onto Manor Park grounds.   St Osmund’s
staff are on duty at the beginning and end of every day outside the site to supervise arrivals and
departures. It is not permitted for any car to be parked parallel to the kerb and restricting access for the
large buses (and potentially an emergency vehicle) that come to St Osmund’s. Please do not park or drop
anywhere in Barnes Way; you need to park further away from the site.



For the first few weeks of term, we are also dealing with fencing contractors whose installation has
over-run and our site is very busy.

We are actively exploring parent-led walking buses from various points. We must also point out that idling
engines and so much traffic gives rise to environmental concerns too: we are keen to explore much better
role-modelling to our young people.

We appreciate that many parents are in a rush to get to their own jobs but after recent worldwide events
we know that the most important thing to us all is the safety of all.  We do know that we are blessed with
fantastic parents who will support us - thank you.

Yours with best wishes,

Mrs Pallister and Mrs Sawtell


